STEVEN PINKER’S MORE DIRECT CONNECTION TO DAVID DUKE
Tim Folger, co-editor along with Steven Pinker of the 2004 edition of “The
Best American Science and Nature Writing” admitted that Pinker was solely
responsible for including a piece by Steve Sailer in the collection. Sailer has
been writing for the white supremacist web site VDARE.COM since at least
2000. The inclusion of a professional white supremacist in “The Best American
Science and Nature Writing” is especially odd because Sailer’s piece “The
Cousin Marriage Conundrum” has nothing to do with science, except perhaps
political science. Sailer argues that Iraqis are incapable of democracy because
they are too inbred:
“In summary, although neoconservatives constantly point to America's success at reforming Germany and Japan after World War II as
evidence that it would be easy to do the same in the Middle East, the
deep social structure of Iraq is the complete opposite of those two
true nation-states, with their highly patriotic, cooperative, and (not
surprisingly) outbred peoples. The Iraqis, in contrast, more closely
resemble the Hatfields and the McCoys.” 1

In a 2009 blog post, New Yorker writer Malcolm Gladwell noted that Steven
Pinker used Steve Sailer as a source for their disagreement over football
statistics.
“Sailer, for the uninitiated, is a California
blogger with a marketing background who is best
known for his belief that black people are
intellectually inferior to white people.” 4
As late as 2011, Pinker was still helping to legitimize the career of Steve Sailer,
including an excerpt from Sailer’s “American Conservative” review of “The Better
Angels of Our Nature” on his web site
“Pinker’s range is extraordinary… The Better Angels
of Our Nature is a major accomplishment.” 5

Sailer believes the multi-generation feud between the Hatfields and McCoys
had something to do with in-breeding. It did not. Apparently Pinker’s idea of
an editor’s duties is limited to asking permission of white supremacists to
include their poorly-reasoned, poorly fact-checked bigotry in a book of
“American science.” Pinker was impressed enough by this piece to cite it in
his own article for “The New Republic:”

Lately, David Duke seems to have come to the conclusion
that Steve Sailer is a serious intellectual, in agreement, with
Steven Pinker. But then Pinker helped give Sailer the credibility to become a “serious intellectual” in the first place.

“...during the buildup to the war in Iraq, the journalist and blogger
Steven Sailer published an article in The American Conservative in which
he warned readers about a feature of that country that had been ignored
in the ongoing debate. As in many traditional Middle Eastern societies,
Iraqis tend to marry their cousins. About half of all marriages are
consanguineous... Sailer presciently suggested that Iraqi family structure
and its mismatch with the sensibilities of civil society would frustrate any
attempt at democratic nation-building.” 2

“Steve Sailer is a serious intellectual who does very good
journalistic and research work. The following article of his
was taken from the Unz Review. It documents the absurd
search results that come from Google for queries about
American inventors, mathematicians, and scientists, which
inflate the accomplishments of blacks to a degree formerly
thought impossible.” 6

The claim that cousin-marriage is a barrier to democracy
is easily debunked through data: Nigeria, a democracy,
has a cousin-marriage rate of 51.2 compared to Iraq’s rate
of 34.43. It doesn’t appear to have occurred to either Sailer
or Pinker to check other countries’ consanguinity rates.
1.“The Cousin Marriage Conundrum” by Steve Sailer in “The Best American Science and Nature Writing 2004
2. https://newrepublic.com/article/77729/strangled-roots
3. https://github.com/fivethirtyeight/data/blob/master/cousin-marriage/cousin-marriage-data.csv
4. http://gladwell.typepad.com/gladwellcom/2009/11/pinker-on-what-the-dog-saw.html
5. https://stevenpinker.com/content/review-excerpts-better-angels-our-nature
6. http://davidduke.com/tag/steve-sailer/

Since 2011 Pinker hasn’t had much to do with Sailer, but there
is no evidence Pinker has ever repudiated anything Sailer has
written.
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